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Bachelor's Thesis: Integration of Generally Valid Predicates ¡nto PostgreSQl

Ongoing time points, such as nou, ate common in relations that include a val¡dtime attr¡bute.

The end point of the valid time is equal to now if a tuple is valid until the present time. Since

the present time continuously changes, the valid time of a tuple does so as well.

Thus, evaluating a predicate on ongoing time points does not result in a single boolean value,

i.e., true or false, but in an ongoing boolean whose boolean value depends on the refer-

ence time. The reference time allows instantiating, i.e., replacing, ongoing data types to fixed

data types at any possible time. For instance, consider the two ongoing time po¡nts now àîd
L7 /04/02 and the less-than predicate 17l04l0L < now. At reference lime 17104101, r¿oø, which

always instantiates to a time point equal to the reference time, instantiates to the fixed time

point 17104101. Thus, the less{han predicate evaluates to false. At reference lime 17104102,

noø instantiates to time poinl17104102 and thus, the predicate evaluates lo true. The result of

the predicate is the ongoing boolean }:llL7l04l02,æ), (-oo, 17104102)j that instantiates to the

boolean value false up to reference time 17104/01, and to true lrom reference lime 17104102

onwards.

ln this project, the student implements generally valid logical connectives and predicates for

ongoing time points and time intervals into the kernel of the widely-used open-source database

system PostgreSQl. Then, the results of the logical connectives and predicates remain valid

as time passes by and the connectives and predicates can be used to formulate complex

conditions.

Tasks

1. lmplement the ongoing time points ø+ô [3] in PostgreSQl by extending the existing date

data type in order to support ongoing time points with the granularity of days.

2. Extend the ordering predicates for the date dala type to allow ordering ongoing time
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points.Atimepointø+ðisorderedbeforeanothertimepointc+d,iÍa(corifa:cãîd
c<d(a<b,ccd).

3. lmplement a new data type ongoingBoolean in PostgreSQl. Use a space-efficient rep-

resentation of an ongoing boolean. The new data type must be usable as a data type of

a table's attribute.

4. Develop efficient algorithms for the generally valid logical connectives conjunction, dis-

junction, and negation for ongoing booleans based on your representation of an ongoing

boolean. lmplement these algorithms as functions in PostgreSQl.

5. lntegrate the generally valid comparison predicates for ongoing time points, (, l, :, and

l, inlo PostgreSQl. Use the definitions provided in [3]. Make the predicates callable in

SQL statements.

6. lntegrate the generally valid comparison predicates for ongoing time intervals given in [3]

into PostgreSQl. Make the predicates callable in SQL statements.

7. Empirically evaluate the performance of your approach. Compare your implementation

with the state-of-the-art approaches, which instantiate ongoing time points before eval-

uating the predicates [2, 1]. Determine the cases in which your approach performs well

and the cases in which it does not and explain your findings.

8. Write the thesis (approximately 50 pages).

9. Present your thesis in a DBTG meeting (25 minutes presentation).
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